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Project Objective and Description
The Project has two main aims which are to assist needy families with house rehabilitation
for a better and healthy living environment and creating new job opportunities for the local
Christian workers. This donation supported a family consist of 5 family members, mainly
children. In addition, the project assisted 9 Christian workers secure jobs. This involved
helping families live in a better environment and creating new jobs for young unemployed
workers.
In addition to the house that was renovated the following benefit from the project:
-

5 office and on-site staff
9 workers
5 suppliers
5 Subcontractors

Family Social Survey
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Mai Nassar
1) Khader: Husband/D.O.B 8/2/1952/ sick/unemployed.
2) Mai: Wife/D.O.B 14/7/1963/ Healthy/teacher.
Beneficiaries of the family
3) Rami: Daughter / D.O.B 11/7/1988 /Healthy/ Chef.
members in the house
4) Yousef: Daughter/ D.O.B 20/2/1991/Healthy/Worker.
5) Bruno: Daughter/ D.O.B 20/4/2006/Healthy/ Student.
Khader is living with his wife and children in their own house
which contains from three rooms, a kitchen and a bathroom.
The house is neat and clean. Khader used to work in olive wood
but due to eye problems and going under several operations,
he stopped working, he is also suffering from heart problem and
he needs Catheterization. Mai is working in a day-care nursery,
Rami is working as a chef, Yousif is working as a worker with
Family Story
little wages.
Mai is trying her best to keep the house in a good shape
although it needs a lot of renovation works. The bathroom is
very old and water leaks through the tiles. The kitchen needs
also new wall tiles and mechanical piping since the existing
pipes are rust and leak water, also there is a need of painting
and changing the old steel windows of the TV room.
1. Demolishing works for the bathroom and old steel
windows in the TV room
2. Plastering Works.
3. Mechanical works and final fix installations for the
Bathroom.
Description of Rehabilitation
4. Tiling works for the Bathroom walls and floor and the
works
wall above the kitchen cabinets.
5. Painting works.
6. Electrical works and final fix installations for the
bathroom.

7. Installation of new aluminum windows.

Financial Report
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Materials Share
Workers
share

Civil

5,600

6,700

Supervision
Mechanical

Electrical
850

4,800

2,693

Total amount NIS

Insurance &
Management

Total
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Per
Home

792

21,435

21,435

5,496
Total amount Euros
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